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The arena opened on June 19, , with a Barry Manilow concert as its first event. Since then, it has
been host to a number of events, such as the and Stanley Cup Finals. On December 6, , music
legend Tina Turner played her last concert at the arena for the record breaking Twenty Four
Seven Tour , but after popular demand, Turner returned to the arena before a sellout crowd on
October 14, , for her Tina! The arena seats up to 17, for its primary tenant, the Ducks. It takes
only five hours to convert Honda Center from a sporting arena to an 8,seat amphitheater. There
are 84 luxury suites in the building, which has hosted In , the arena became the first in the U.
Outside the venue, the marquee was upgraded with two large video displays measuring 8 feet 2.
Broadcom chairman Henry Samueli owns the company that operates the arena, Anaheim Arena
Management, LLC, and the arena's primary tenant, the Ducks, giving him great flexibility in
scheduling events and recruiting new tenants. Samueli hopes to bring an NBA team to the
arena. During the â€” NHL Season, it was announced that Honda Center would get a new
scoreboard that will replace the one that was in place since its opening in The new scoreboard
made its debut in a Ducks pre-season game against the Los Angeles Kings. Honda Center has
the second highest gross ticket sales from special events on the West Coast, following only
Staples Center. The arena will host indoor volleyball during the Summer Olympics. From
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Anaheim, California. Hockey: 17,; Basketball: 18,; Concerts center stage 18,; Concerts end stage
18, Theatre at the Honda Center: 8, Thornton Tomasetti [2]. Syska Hennessy Group, Inc.
Basketball Years Capacity â€” 18, Other Events Event Capacity Concerts, center stage 18,
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Possible Causes What does this mean? How do I fix code B? Check the "Possible Causes"
listed above. Visually inspect the related wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged
components and look for broken, bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. How much do
you know about cars? Take the AutoCodes. Tech Notes What does this mean? Cost of
diagnosing the B code Labor: 1. The auto repair labor rates vary by location, your vehicle's
make and model, and even your engine type. When is the code detected? B Description The
Restraints Control Module RCM monitors all deployable device and sensor circuits for a signal
cross coupled short between circuits. If the RCM detects a short between the circuits of one
device and another device, it will store a DTC for each of the signal cross coupled faults in
memory. Once the normal loop fault is repaired, then the signal cross coupled diagnostics will
resume. More Information Need more information on how to fix the B code? Get Access to
Factory Service Manuals. Do not use electrical test equipment to check SRS circuits unless
instructed to in this Service Manual. For approximately 3 minutes after the cables are removed,
it is still possible for the air bag and seat belt pre-tensioner to deploy. Therefore, do not work on
any SRS connectors or wires until at least 3 minutes have passed. Failure to follow this
instruction may result in the accidental deployment of these modules, which increases the risk
of serious personal injury or death. Need more help? Get the B code diagnosed by a
professional: Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON? Comments Help us
improve AutoCodes. Leave a comment below or tell us if the information above help you fix the
code. What are the symptoms on your vehicle for the B code? Have you replaced any parts?
Any information is appreciated. Repair Importance Level: 3. Home - About AutoCodes. Posted

and Edit by AutoCodes. Honda Performance Chips are best in class horsepower, torque and
fuel economy gains. A 60 second plug-n-play install is all it takes to increase the performance
and mileage of your vehicle. The tuning improves the timing and boost pressure if your engine
applies , all while maintaining the vehicle warranty. The performance chip easily unplugs for
emission testing and diagnostic work. No modifications are required for your performance chip
to work on your vehicle. If you ever wish to return to your vehicle to stock form, simply unplug
the performance chip from the OBD2 port, and the factory ECU will resume with the original fuel
map. Keep an eye out for vehicle performance products offering impossible numbers with just a
resistor. Our Honda Performance Chips combine the feel of a more powerful engine, with the
economy of a small motor. The performance chip loads new, pre-tuned and motor-specific fuel
maps onto your ECU, improving throttle response and overall performance for your Honda.
Does your Honda have after market modifications? Not a problem with this ECU Tuning
solution. Chip Your Car Performance Chips will adapt to your modifications and provide the
tuning necessary for your specific vehicle. All tunes are dyno and road tested to ensure optimal
results. If the vehicle is turbo or supercharged the chip will also increase boost pressure. The
chip simply plugs into the obd2 diagnostic port typically located under the dashboard on the
drivers side. Total installation time is typically 60 seconds or less for one of our Performance
Chip. No mechanical experience or special tools are required. Technical support is available at
Yes, in fact, performance chips are considered safer than factory chips. Performance Chips
improve the existing factory fuel map, thereby improving the efficiency of your vehicle. Your
performance chip will start working immediately after installation. While a loss of any vehicle
warranty has never happened as a result of the installation of one of our performance chip
products, Chipyourcar. You should remove the module prior to service to avoid any potential
issues or misunderstandings with the dealer, and to protect your warranty. Yes, the lights are a
visual indicator that the performance chip and ECU are in communication. When it is time to
improve the fuel efficiency of your vehicle and gain MPG, a simple second installation will do
the trick. Safely gain up to 60hp, and up to 5 MPG in your vehicle, thanks to the improved
engine efficiency. Our Performance Chips work by sending a constant signal through your
factory data sensor in your engine that your engine control module ECM monitors. This signal
triggers the factory ECM to optimize the fuel mixture and timing curve to a more efficient
balance. If the vehicle is turbo or supercharged, the chip will also increase the boost pressure.
The performance chip communicates with the vehicle through the OBD2 Diagnostic Port and
will start working the next time you start your vehicle. Our Performance Chips are a low-cost
alternative to expensive programmers and are an innovative solution to improving the efficiency
of your vehicle. Improve horsepower and gas mileage with a simple plug-in performance chip,
today! Performance Chips are the innovative and affordable solution for increasing fuel
efficiency and cost savings. Check out the cost savings you can experience after one year,
three years, and five years. This site uses cookies. By continuing to browse the site, you are
agreeing to our use of cookies. Honda Performance Chips quantity. No Tools Needed. FAQs
How does a performance chip work? Related products. Select options. Choose an option
Choose an option Honda. If you need to locate your Honda engine or power equipment model
number and serial number, we can help! Find your Honda equipment below to see model and
serial number locations. Honda Engines use a standard model naming convension to identify
the engine series , engine size cc displacement , manufacturing location , and the engine type
code. The model number of a Honda engine is printed on a sticker located on the engine cover
or recoil assembly housing. For some engines, you may also need to locate the serial number,
which is normally stamped on the side of the engine. The engine type code is stamped on the
side of the engine near the serial number. The code consists of 4 characters, sometimes as
asteriks eg. The serial number of a Honda engine is also stamped on the side of the engine.
They have a 4 or 5 letter prefix, followed by a 7 digit number eg. GCASK - The model name and
serial number of a Honda lawn mower is located on a metal plate on the back of the deck,
behind the engine. The model name of a Honda generator is printed on the side of the unit near
the case, fuel tank, or control panel. The serial number sticker is typically located on the bottom
support frame of Honda portable generators. The serial number on the handheld EU series
generators is located in the lower corner of the side cover. The model name and frame serial
number locations can vary depending on the type of model you own. The model name is often
printed on the side of the engine hood or above the rear wheels. Honda riding mowers may also
have the serial number located on the back of the mower's frame HA, HA, H , or beneath the
hood on the left side of the frame H, H For the H, the serial number can be found near the base
of the oil tube. The model name is printed above the rear wheel well. Look up your Honda riding
mower and tractor parts. The model name of a Honda two stage snow blower is printed on the
side of the auger housing eg. The serial number tag of a Honda two stage snow blower is

located on the back of the frame between the tracks or wheels. The model name of a Honda
single stage snow blower is printed on top of the unit. The serial number tag of a Honda single
stage snow blower is located on the rear axle of the snow blower. The model and serial number
is located on a sticker on the debris shield behind the engine. The model and serial number is
located on a sticker on the right side of the upper or lower frame. The model and serial number
is located on a sticker wrapped around the shaft of the trimmer. The model name of a Honda
water pump is usually located on the fuel tank or recoil starter of the engine. The serial number
is located on a sticker placed on the bottom frame of the unit. It will look like the sticker to the
right. Jacks works best with JavaScript enabled Learn More. Please leave us a message! Orders
will continue to ship. Order Status Get Support open Type a Part , Model or Keyword. Sign In.
Fast Day Shipping. Order Status. Get Support open See: Ariens exploded parts diagrams.
Honda Horizontal Engines. Honda Vertical Engines. Kawasaki Horizontal Engines. Kawasaki
Vertical Engines. Kohler Horizontal Engines. Kohler Vertical Engines. Help with Jack's Parts
Lookup. Honda Model Number Locator If you need to locate your Honda engine or power
equipment model number and serial number, we can help! We are here to save you hundreds of
dollars resetting your airbag control module and rebuilding your seat belts. Even after a minor
accident the airbag may not deploy but the seat belts will lock and airbag module will need to be
reset because of crash data and crash codes that are stored in the airbag module. MyAirbags
will reset your airbag control module back to its original manufacturer state clear of all codes,
both soft and hard codes. Typically, these codes will indicate that there is crash data stored,
airbags deployed, communication failure, a full memory, or other airbag, seat belt related
issues. Regardless of which issue these codes are indicating, they require to be sent to
MyAirbags for reset because of the crash history and hard codes that are stored in the airbag
control module. These codes and crash data will not clear with a diagnostic scanner. Below you
will find common airbag codes that can be stored in your airbag control module after your
vehicle was in an accident. No additional programming of the VIN is required. This is an
alternative to purchasing a new or used airbag module that will need to be taken to the
dealership to have the new or used airbag control module programmed to your vehicle. Send
your airbag control module to MyAirbags and save time, money and not having to deal with a
dealership! During an accident, seat belt retractors and tensioners are deployed and will lock up
by their gas charges, similarly to how airbags are deployed in a collision. After an accident or
collision, the seat belts will be locked or will no longer work properly. Your seat belts will lock
and will not work pull out or retract back in. MyAirbags can rebuild your seat belt and will save
you hundreds of dollars on each seat belt. MyAirbags is certified and uses all OEM parts to
rebuild seat belts. So, how do you know that your seat belts are malfunctioning or damaged
after a collision? A few common symptoms include:. Click here to start your order! SRS Airbag
DTC Codes Even after a minor accident the airbag may not deploy but the seat belts will lock
and airbag module will need to be reset because of crash data and crash codes that are stored
in the airbag module. Seat Belt Repair During an accident, seat belt retractors and tensioners
are deployed and will lock up by their gas charges, similarly to how airbags are deployed in a
collision. A few common symptoms include: Locked seat belts Seat belts not retracting Slow
seat belts Seat belts that are tight Compressed seat belt buckles Airbag code: pretensioner
resistance too low Airbag code: pretensioner resistance too high Seat belts making rattling
noise Ready to Order? Our services are easy to use and will save you hundreds! If your part
number is not on this list, no worries we still reset it as long as your vehicle is year and up.
Previous Post Next Post. Weight Sensor â€” SWS initialization â€” like new â€” need to
initialize. By paying attention to things like oil levels, transmission fluid requirements, spark
plug integrity, and many other areas of the equipment, snowblower owners will enjoy more
efficient operation and fewer long-term operating and service expenses. Oil levels should be
checked before each use of the Honda snowblower, since an extended period of time outdoors
can sometimes deplete oil stores and lead to engine problems. In addition to regular oil checks
each time the equipment must be used to clear snow, Honda recommends regular oil changes
in order to keep the equipment running in peak condition. New snowblowers must have a full oil
change after their first 20 hours of operation. After that initial oil change, Honda recommends
repeating the process at least once every hours. This typically occurs every one or two months
in bad winters, or once a season during milder winter months. When checking or changing the
oil, Honda always recommends operators supplement or replace the fluid with an approved 5W
formulation. Generally, this is designed to work best when the snowblower and transmission
fluid are both at room temperature. In this ideal circumstance, the fluid would measure about
midway between the two extremes. This is normal and should not be cause for concern. This
fluid can be easily found at most authorized Honda dealers and service centers. The spark plug
should be checked before each use of the Honda HS snowblower. If any carbon deposits are

present, or if dirt has built up around the spark plug, go ahead and clean the equipment prior to
turning on the snowblower. If the spark plug shows any signs of damage or excessive wear, it
should be replaced immediately. This should occur before the snowblower is used at all. As
always, an OEM Honda spark plug is the best choice for perfect compatibility and long-term
durability in even the most challenging conditions. Track adjustment can make a real difference
when clearing snow accurately and efficiently, even in deeper accumulations. Generally, the
appropriate track deflection reading is taken when a total downward force of 33 pound-feet is
applied to the track. If the deflection measurement is greater or less than these ideal numbers,
tighten the tracks until they give the proper reading for best operation. Always check the tires
before use, since significant damage to either the treads or side wall can cause tires to crack,
burst, and potentially inflict injury during snow clearing. If tires show any significant signs of
wear and tear prior to clearing snow, operators should put off their work until the tires have
been properly repaired or replaced and the snowblower is once again safe to operate. The ideal
thickness for snowblower skid shoes , at least in terms of the Honda HS, is 0. If the skid shoes
measure any thinner than this, they should be rotated so that the unused, top part of the
equipment touches the ground during operation. If both sides have been used, OEM Honda skid
shoes should be purchased new and placed onto the equipment before the next snow clearing
task is required. Additionally, the scraper should always be checked and adjusted prior to use.
Different ideal scraper heights exist for different kinds of snow and difference surfaces where
the snowblower will be used. Consult the Honda user guide to learn more about the ideal
positioning of the scraper according to surface type and snow depth. When the time has come
to replace scrapers, skid shoes, tires, or other parts of the equipment, HondaLawnParts. The
online parts lookup tool can recommend the proper OEM Honda parts according to snowblower
model number, engine type, and part number. That makes it easy to stay in line with seasonal
maintenance requirements and enjoy efficient snow clearing until the spring thaw. Your email
address will not be published. Oil Checks, Changes, and More Oil levels should be checked
before each use of the Honda snowblower, since an extended period of time outdoors can
sometimes deplete oil stores and lead to engine problems. Track Adjustment Track adjustment
can make a real difference when clearing snow accurately and efficiently, even in deeper
accumulations. Tire Inspection Always check the tires before use, since significant damage to
either the treads or side wall can cause tires to crack, burst, and potentially inflict injury during
snow clearing. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Quick
Links. Belt Tension How to Contact Honda Dealer Locator Information Check Your Snow
Thrower Check Your Working Area Check the Oil Level Add Fuel Operating the Controls
Starting the Engine Stopping the Engine Maintenance Safety Maintenance Schedule Oil Change
Spark Plug Auger Paddle Scraper Blade Storage Location Removing From Storage Electric
Starter Will Not Operate Starter Operates but the Engine Will. Not Start Engine Runs but the
Auger Does Not. Chute Does Not Turn Engine Has Low Power All Rights Reserved. Before
operating the snow thrower for the first time, please read this. Owner's Manual. Even if you have
operated other snow throwers,. Snow Not Discharging Properly Engine Stalls When the Clutch
Lever. Serial Number Locations High Altitude Operation Emission Control System Air Index
Parts, Accessories, and Service Items. Honda Publications Contact your Honda dealer. There is
a dealer locator at All Rights Reserved Page 2: For Your Safety The engine exhaust from this
product contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause Congratulations on your
selection of a Honda! We are certain you will cancer, birth defects, or reproductive harm. You
can register by completing and mailing the registration card on the back cover of this book or
going on-line to Your safety is your responsibility. A little time spent in preparation will 2. Insert
and remove the significantly reduce your risk of injury. Page 6: Add Fuel This engine is certified
to operate on regular gasoline with a pump octane rating of 86 or higher. Other uses can result
in injury to the operator or damage to Avoid getting dirt or water in the fuel tank. Under
conditions Fuel Valve of poor visibility, there is a greater risk of striking an obstacle or causing
injury. Adjust the snow discharge chute to avoid hitting The fuel valve opens and closes
passing bystanders or vehicles. Connect an outdoors 3-prong extension cord commercially 1.
Turn the fuel valve to the available to the starter box first, and then to a volt ac outlet. ON
position. Use only a UL-listed, 16 gauge minimum , 3-prong power cord rated for outdoor use.
Page Stopping The Engine Remember that an authorized Honda servicing dealer knows your
snow thrower best and is fully equipped to maintain and repair it. To ensure the best quality and
reliability, use only new, Honda Genuine parts or their equivalents for repair and replacement.
Page Maintenance Schedule 1 These parts may require more frequent inspection and
replacement under heavy use. Refer to the Honda shop manual for service procedures. Pull the
spring cover up to expose the tension Replace the spark plug every hours of use. Page Auger
Paddle Auger paddle replacement the ground. See page 20 for scraper blade and hardware part

numbers. Place an approved gasoline drain pan below the carburetor drain Rinse the auger
housing and wheels with a garden hose. Wipe the tube, and use a funnel to avoid spilling fuel.
Turn the fuel valve to rest of the snow thrower with a moist rag. Page Troubleshooting Foreign
object stopping Remove the foreign object page the auger from rotating. Page Technical
Information The following instructions and procedures must be followed in order to keep the
emissions from your Honda engine within the emissions standards. Page Air Index Ignition
system Transistorized magneto additional information. This includes the fuel system. However,
gasoline can quickly deteriorate in as little as 30 days , causing starting or running problems
and, in some cases, damage to the fuel system. American Honda Motor Co. Page Distributor's
Limited Warranty 2. You must be the first retail purchaser. This warranty is not transferable to
subsequent owners. American Honda will repair or replace, at its option, any part that is proven
to be defective in material or workmanship under normal use during the applicable warranty
time period. Page Product Registration From time to time, American Honda conducts sales
promotions that require you to register your snow thrower within 30 days of purchase. If you
purchased your Honda snow thrower during one of these promotions, you must register your
snow thrower within 30 days. Page 24 1. Go to Click on Product Registration. Complete the
required information and click Submit. This manual is also suitable for: Hsas Hsam. Print page 1
Print document 24 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. See also: Owner's Manual. Honda
power equipment snowblowers owner's manual 41 pages. Page 4: Power Equipment Safety To
ensure safe operation- Before operating the snowblower, ing to clear snow. Inspect the
snowblower rect any malfunction operating the snowblower, damage. Damaged ing operation.
Do not use the snowblower poor visibility, there is a greater injury. Page 5 Know how to stop
the snowblower tion of all controls. Never permit anyone to operate the snowblower tion. If
people or pets suddenly it is in operation, immediately stop the snowblower blades. If the snow
discharge wooden stick to unclog it. Never put your hand into the snow discharge chute while
the engine Gasoline Page 7: Component Identification And Function 3. Push the A. In normal
operation, FAST position. NOTE: When both levers are squeezed, auger clutch lever down.
Releasing the drive clutch lever then unlocks and releases the auger clutch lever. Hold the
handles and step on the-pedal. Raise or lower the machine to the desired position and release
the pedal. Check the fuel level. Your engine is designed R : M of number tane number of 91 or
higher. Gasoline pumps at service station display the pump octane number. We recommend
that you use unleaded engine and spark plug deposits components. Page 17 Gasoline
extremely conditions. Refuel in a well-ventilated or allow flames or sparks where gasoline is
stored. Do not overfill the fuel tank there should After refueling, make sure the tank cap is Be
careful not to spill fuel when refueling. Insert the dipstick into the filler neck, but do not screw it
in. Remove the dipstick If the level is low, fill to the top of the oil filler neck with the
recommended oil. Page Starting The Engine 5. Page 20 2. Turn the fuel valve to the ON position.
Page 21 4. Otherwise, the starting mechanism Damage result running. Push the starter button 5.
Let the engine warm up for several minutes. Page Snowblower Operation z!! Move the throttle
lever p. Move the shift lever p. Never put your hand into the snow discharge chute while the
engine NOTE: To move the machine without squeeze the drive clutch lever only. Do this when
moving the machine to or from the area to be cleared. Page Stopping The Engine 7. Turn the
fuel valve to the OFF position. Page Maintenance The purpose of inspection the best operating
condition. Inspect or service as scheduled Shut off the engine before performing disconnect the
spark plug wire from the plug so the engine started. If the engine must be run, make sure the
area is well ventilated. Remove the drain plug and filler cap, and drain the oil. Retighten the plug
securely. Fill the crankcase with the recommended level. To ensure proper engine operation,
and free of deposits. Remove the spark plug cap. Use the wrench supplied in the tool kit to
remove the spark plug. Visually inspect the spark plug. The tracks cannot rectly adjusted if
clogged with snow or debris, or coated with ice. Check track deflection ween the wheels. Page
Storage Before storing the snowblower 1. Be sure the storage area is free of excessive 2. Drain
the fuel- Gasoline is extremely ditions. Do not smoke or allow flames or sparks in the area. Page
31 Remove the spark plug and pour three tablespoonsful of clean motor oil in- to the cylinder.
Pull the starter rope slowly two or three times to distribute the oil. Reinstall the spark plug. Pull
the starter grip until resistance is felt. This closes the valves and pro- tects engine from internal
corrosion. Page 32 Apply oil to the following parts for lubrication and rust prevention. Page
Troubleshooting When the engine will not start: 1. Is there enough fuel? Is the fuel valve on? Is
gasoline reaching the carburetor? To check, loosen the drain screw with the fuel valve on. Fuel
should flow freely. If any fuel is spilled, make sure the area is dry before testing the spark plug
or starting 4. Print page 1 Print document 36 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Honda is a Japanese

company that is well known for manufacturing vehicles and motorcycles. It is the largest
producer of internal combustion engines in the world. It also produces luxury vehicles as well
as race car vehicles for Formula One. The best way to give this vehicle an upgrade is by
installing the Honda performance chips which are available for every single model of Honda.
These ECU chips help to increase the horsepower of the vehicle to a level that we may have
once thought unattainable as well as improve its torque and overall performance. The Honda
performance chips come with a knob that allows the driver to adjust the power for hauling or
when trying to economize on fuel. When you purchase this chip, you will be able to install it
very easily as it will only require a few minutes, and the vehicle will be blazing the streets with
more power than ever. Make Select Make. Model Select Model. Honda Home Search by Vehicle
Honda. Choose Options Compare. Quick view. Add to Cart Compare. Air Intake for Honda
Accord 2. Cold Air Intake for Honda S with 2. Honda Accord 2. Performance Air Intake for Honda
Accord with 2. Performance Air intake for Honda Accord with 2. You have no vehicle
information saved in your Honda Owners account. Vehicle Specifications. Print Specs. Back to
top. Engine Type. Displacement cc. Horsepower rpm SAE net. Torque lb-ft rpm, SAE net. Bore
and Stroke mm. Compression Ratio. Valve Train. Direct Fuel Injection. Drive-by-Wire Throttle
System. Hill Start Assist. Direct Ignition System with Immobilizer. Will vary with driving
conditions. Please see your Honda dealer for details. Gear Ratios: 2. Unit-Body Construction.
MacPherson Strut Front Suspension. Multi-Link Rear Suspension. Stabilizer Bar mm. Steering
Wheel Turns, Lock-to-Lock. Steering Ratio. Turning Diameter, Curb-to-Curb ft. All-Season Tires.
Compact Spare Tire. Wheelbase in. Length in. Height in. Width in. Ground Clearance in,
unladen. Curb Weight lbs. Towing Capacity lbs. Passenger Volume cu ft. Seating Capacity. Fuel
gal. Required Fuel. Use for comparison purposes only. Your actual mileage will vary depending
on how you drive and maintain your vehicle. Brake Assist. Control of the vehicle always
remains with the driver. Do not rely solely on the monitor system. Side Curtain Airbags with
Rollover Sensor. Child-Proof Rear Door Locks. Roof-Mounted Antenna. Remote Entry System.
Security System. Smart Entry. Fog Lights. One-Touch Turn Indicators. Rear Privacy Glass.
Variable Intermittent Windshield Wipers. Body-Colored Door Handles. Air Conditioning with
Air-Filtration System. Push Button Start. Power Door and Tailgate Locks. Cruise Control. Tilt
and Telescopic Steering Column. Illuminated Steering Wheel-Mounted Controls. Sliding
Sunvisors. Driver's and Front Passenger's Vanity Mirrors. Conversation Mirror with Sunglasses
Holder. Instrument Panel-Mounted Shifter. Beverage Holders, Front and Rear 8 total. Glove
Compartment. Door-Pocket Storage Bins. Driver's and Front Passenger's Seatback Pockets.
Chrome Door Handles. Map Lights. Floor Mats. Rear-Seat Center Armrest. Driver-Side Garment
Hook. Remote Fuel Filler Door Release. Rear Window Defroster. Rear-Seat Heater Ducts.
Retractable Cargo Area Cover. Cargo Area Tie-Down Anchors 4 total. Cargo Area Light. The
display is not a substitute for your own direct visual assessment of traffic conditions before
changing lanes. Your wireless carrier's rate plans apply. State or local laws may limit use of
texting feature. Only use texting feature when conditions allow you to do so safely. Heated
Front Seats. Adjustable Front Seat-Belt Anchors. Head Restraints at all Seating Positions.
Display Audio Interface USB Audio Interface 21 center console. Used with permission.
Compatible with select smartphones. See: Not all devices compatible with USB connection.
Some smartphones may not work. Some USB devices with security software and digital
rights-protected files may not work. Average Fuel Economy Indicator. Engine Oil-Life Indicator.
Exterior Temperature Indicator. Instant Fuel Economy Indicator. Miles-to-Empty Indicator.
Odometer and Trip Meters 2. Average Speed Indicator. Customizable Feature Settings. Elapsed
Time Indicator. Engine Oil Life Indicator. Multi-Angle Rearview Camera with Guidelines.
Welcome Screen. ABS Indicator. Airbag System Indicator. Brake System Indicator. Coolant
Temperature Indicator. Cruise Control Indicators. Door-Open Indicator. DRL Indicator. ECON
Button. Fog Lights Indicator. Fuel Level Indicator. Headlights-On Indicator. High-Beam
Indicator. Immobilizer System Indicator. Low-Fuel Indicator. Low-Oil Pressure Indicator.
Low-Tire Pressure Indicator. Malfunction Indicator. Seat-Belt Reminder Indicator. Security
System Indicator. Shift Lever Position Indicator. Tailgate-Open Indicator. TPMS Indicator.
Transmission Indicator. Roof Rails. Leather-Wrapped Steering Wheel. Automatic-Dimming
Rearview Mirror. Leather-Trimmed Seats. If you decide to continue your XM service at the end of
your complimentary trial, the plan you choose will automatically be renewed and you will be
billed at then-current
2001 honda accord pictures
300zx 91
2015 polaris side by side
rates until you call XM at to cancel. Fees and programming subject to change. Available only to

those at least 18 years of age in the 48 contiguous United States and D. Turn-By-Turn
Directions. Multi-Angle Rearview Camera 7 with Guidelines. Black Door Handles. Driver's Seat
with Manual Height Adjustment. System operation affected by extreme interior heat. System
designed to mitigate crash forces. Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and
avoiding collisions. LDW may not detect all lane markings or lane departures; accuracy will vary
based on weather, speed and road condition. Power Tailgate. LKAS may not detect all lane
markings or lane departures; accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and road condition.
ACC should not be used in heavy traffic, poor weather or on winding roads. The driver remains
responsible to slow or stop the vehicle to avoid a collision. Collision Mitigation Braking System
Indicator. AWD Indicator. Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL.

